
Practical Evaluation

Part 1:
Make a list of the ingredients in your recipe/dish. 

1. Circle the reason why you choose the dish.

                           

2. Circle the preparation/cooking methods you will use.

Part 2:
3. What tools, materials and equipment did you use?

4. Did you develop or change the original recipe? (Circle any) 
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Yes No Added/Removed Ingredient

Changed Presentation Changed Cooking Method Other

Learn a new skill Practice a skill Experiment/Find something out

Peel Slice Chop Grate

Grilling Hob Griddle Microwave



5.  Is there anything that you changed or would like to change if you made the dish again?

                           

                            

6. Circle how you felt about the dish after you made it.

7.  Complete a sensory analysis of your final product. Tick the box to show your feelings.

Practical Evaluation
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Disappointed Want to make 
something else Satisfied Proud Happy

Flavour

Texture

Appearance

Smell

Teacher Feedback and Evaluation:

Don't forget to take a photograph!



1. Why did you choose the dish?

Which new skill have you learnt?

Which practice skill have you learnt?

What have you experimented with or found out?
                         

2. What preparation skills did you use and develop? 

3. Circle the cooking method that you will use.

Part 2:
4. What was the best part of your dish, why?

Practical Evaluation

Part 1:
What type of dish will you make and what ingredients will you use? Give a brief description below. 
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Grilling Hob Griddle Microwave Other



5.  Did you develop or change the original recipe? (Circle any)

6. How did you feel about the dish after you made it?

7.  Complete an analysis of your final product. Write a short explanation in each box.

Practical Evaluation
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Specification How it was achieved Evaluation

Have a balance of 
ingredients taken from the 

eatwell plate.

Include a varied selection 
of seasonal ingredients.

Be interesting and tasty.

Be visually appealing.

Teacher Feedback and Evaluation:

Don't forget to take a photograph!

Yes No Added/Removed Ingredient

Changed Presentation Changed Cooking Method Other



Practical Evaluation

Part 1:
What type of dish will you make and what ingredients will you use? 

1. Why did you choose the dish?

Which new skill have you learnt?

Which practice skill have you learnt?

What have you experimented with or found out?                          

2. What preparation skills did you use and develop? 

3. Circle the cooking methods that you will use.

Part 2:
4. Did you develop or change the original recipe?  
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Grilling Hob Griddle Microwave Other

Yes No



5.  Explain the changes and why.

6. What was the best part of your dish? Why?

7.  Complete an analysis of your final product. Write a short explanation in each box.

Practical Evaluation
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Specification How it was achieved Evaluation

Have a balance of 
ingredients taken from the 

eatwell plate.

Include a varied selection 
of seasonal ingredients.

Be interesting and tasty.

Be visually appealing.

Teacher Feedback and Evaluation:

Don't forget to take a photograph!


